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Abstract
This work outlines a exible framework for optimizing and deploying distributed queries in
wide area networks. The database eld has developed very powerful techniques for nding eÆcient
execution plans for declaratively speci ed queries. However, applying these optimization techniques
in the setting of distributed information management requires centralized knowledge of the entire
network and assumes passive behavior from the data sources. The reality of the Web is di erent.
Future distributed query optimizers must handle (in fact, exploit!) a rich variety of information ow
mechanisms like chaining, referral, proxying, brokering, publish-subscribe, leasing, etc. We look to
mobile agent technologies for the combination of exibility and precision needed for handling these
mechanisms. Our language-based approach uses a mobile process calculus based on the pi-calculus
in combination with a powerful query-plan language. The salient characteristic of the language is
that messaging, migration, and database operations all live in the same semantic space and interact,
creating new opportunities for optimization.
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Introduction

Starting with the classic dynamic programming technique for join ordering [50], the database eld has
developed powerful techniques for nding eÆcient execution plans for declaratively speci ed queries [30,
21, 36]. However, applying these optimization techniques in the setting of distributed information
management [45] requires a good deal of centralized knowledge in \master" sites and assumes stringent
limits on the dynamic behavior of the other, \apprentice", sites.
The reality of the Web is di erent. Distributed query plans must cope with signi cant degrees of independence in the behavior of the data sources. A typical example, which we call referral (following [33]),
is when a site A ships a query to a site B and may get back, instead of the answer to the query (as data),
another query that will produce this answer, if executed by A. Executing this other query may cause
A to ship a query to site C , and so on. Moreover, site B may be independent enough that B 's choice
between a straight data answer and a referral query cannot be determined by a query plan produced
at site A. Related strategies include chaining, where a site acts as a proxy and forwards queries to
the actual source, subscription, where a site receives periodically refreshed information corresponding
to a subscription query installed elsewhere, and leasing, where resources are reserved in advance to
guarantee fast distributed processing for speci ed amounts of time or until certain events occur.
Such mechanisms have not been considered in traditional distributed query processing. But in fact,
extending the exibility of distributed query plans should be seen as an opportunity rather than an
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obstacle to eÆciency. Sites almost always process sequences of queries. Local caching of partial results
is often used for amortized improvements of such sequences of queries. We consider in this paper a more
exible mechanism, remote caching, that requests another site to compute and cache the results of a
query, to be used later. Or, for volatile data, a remote site may accept to run repeatedly a subscription
or continuous query [22] whose results are needed elsewhere. Also, while getting back a referral instead
of an answer slows down site A, this may be a good decision for an optimizer at B that has to consider
the total load there.
In this vision paper we explore how such mechanisms can be exploited in building complex distributed
information management systems that integrate independent sites in a volatile environment like the
Web. The diÆcult questions are obvious: (1) can this be done by deploying a relatively small generic
infrastructure in each node, and (2) is it worthwhile? We believe that by borrowing from mobile agent
technologies we can answer (1) positively, and that in turn this will enable us in the future to build
prototypes that can settle (2).
We look to mobile agent technologies for the combination of exibility and precision needed for
expressing, optimizing, and deploying queries using mechanisms such as referral, subscription, etc.
Mobile agent systems have been developed in a number of domains including e-commerce [59, 60],
user-interfaces [12], knowledge management [38, 8, 14], active networks [56], and general distributed
programming [15, 25]. Though details vary, these systems o er similar core functionality, including
primitives for transparent migration, location naming, and inter-agent communication.
Our starting point is a pi-calculus [44] enriched with primitives for process migration and remote
communication. To this we add the primitives of the query plan language used in [24, 47] to obtain
a small and semantically clean language for expressing and evaluating distributed queries. The basic
computational avor of this language (process migration, channel-based message-passing, etc.) comes
from the pi-calculus primitives; its basic datatypes and the operations on them come from databases.
The salient characteristic of the language that we construct by merging the pi-calculus with database
primitives is that messaging, migration, and database operations all live in the same semantic space
and interact, creating new opportunities for optimization. This contrasts with previous systems [8, 15]
in which a messaging layer (e.g., KQML) and a query language (e.g., KIF, LOOM, SQL) are embedded
in a general-purpose host language; in these systems the distributed logic of query plans is hard-coded
using the host language and is thus not accessible to the optimizer. Using a single language allows the
optimizer to systematically explore alternatives that exploit mechanisms like referral, subscription, etc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some motivating examples and
describe our query language. The architecture we envision for this system is outlined in Section 3. We
present some more complex mechanisms (subscription and remote caching) in Section 4. In Sections 5
and 6 we present related work and conclude with remarks and open questions.
2
2.1

Motivating Examples
Chaining and referral

These mechanisms did not arise in traditional distributed databases, yet they should be familiar to
our reader: referral (redirection) is part of HTTP [10]|the protocol underlying the Web|and both
referral and chaining are part of LDAP [32, 33, 34] (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol), a protocol
used, for example, by domain name servers and email clients. Although in HTTP and LDAP these
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mechanisms are used for very special data and distribution models, we shall see that our language can
express them in full generality, for any kind of distributed queries. Later in the paper we will discuss
subscription, leasing, and related mechanisms.
The HTTP referral mechanism is often used when a resource available of a given server and identi ed
by a URL has been moved. The server which cannot serve the resource anymore will send back to
the client the new URL where the resource has been moved. The client will then have to follow this
redirection.
An LDAP-based network directory can be viewed as a highly distributed database, in which the directory entries are organized into a hierarchical tree-like namespace and can be accessed using database-style
search functions. An LDAP server, when asked for a lookup, can face the following situations: (1) the
resource points to its own namespace or (2) the resource points to outside of its namespace. For (1),
the server will simply return the resource if it exists. For (2), the server will try to resolve the naming
context by walking up or down the LDAP tree.
For a given incoming query from the client, this tree traversal can be performed in two ways. With
chaining (Figure 1) the server being asked for a resource will cooperate with other LDAP servers
to get the result back to the client. The query resolution is completely invisible to the client. With
referral (Figure 1) the server will simply tell the client which server to contact to get the corresponding
information. This is similar to the HTTP redirection and there might be multiple rounds of referrals.
Both strategies have their pros and cons, depending on the costs of the di erent connections.
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Figure 1: Information ow mechanisms: chaining and referral
In our language we will use query process migration and channel-based communication between query
processes in order to capture these mechanisms.
2.2

Our Query Process Language

We now discuss in more detail the language in which our distributed query processes are expressed.
This language can be described as a combination of primitives from the nomadic pi-calculus [52] with
the primitives of a language for expressing database query plans[24]. We focus here on the aspects of
the language dealing with distributed query plans; the database primitives are discussed in section 2.4
below.
The basic values of the calculus are the entities that can be the nal results of evaluating an expression
or sent from one process to another along a communication channel. The basic values are: pure data
values, written v (including large values such as relations); communication channels, written c; and site
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names, written s. In addition, we assume a set of abstract resource names, written R, which generalize
entry point names in schemas, such as relation names, class extent names or document names, are also
basic values. We assume that the set of abstract resource names is partitioned among the sites, so that
each name is associated with just one site.
The syntax of our calculus is divided into two parts (cf. Figure 2): processes (P ) and expressions (e).
Processes simply compute until they are nished and then terminate. Expressions, on the other hand,
are expected to return a value that will be used by some enclosing computation.
Expressions

Processes
P

::=

0

P kP0
P
new c in

P

c@s!e
c?x. P

<go s

do

P>

inert process
parallel composition
replicated process
channel creation
output
input
migration

e

::=

site name
R
abstract resource name
v
basic value
x
variable
P ke
process spawning
e channel creation
@
remote evaluation
channel
(omitted) database primitives
s

new c in
e s
?c

Figure 2: Our query process language
Most of the process constructors are familiar from the pi-calculus: the inert process 0 has no behavior;
the parallel composition P k P runs P and P as separate lightweight threads; the channel creation
expression new c in P ensures that c is a fresh name, di erent from any other name used anywhere
else in the system, and then behaves like P ; the input process c?x: P reads a value from the channel c,
binds it to the variable x, and executes P ; the replicated process  P behaves like an in nite number of
copies of P running in parallel. Two more novel constructs (both taken from nomadic pi-calculus) are
the located output primitive @ , which evaluates the expression e and sends the result on the channel
c to any receiver at the site s (if there is no receiver on c currently running at s, the message is held at
s until there is one), and the migration <
>, which starts the process P running at the site s.
The spawning expression P k e runs a process P in parallel with the evaluation of the expression e|it
is the analog in the \expression world" of parallel composition of processes. Similarly, channel creation
new c in e is analogous to channel creation in processes. Remote evaluation @ is the remote execution
of e at site s; the result is sent back and it becomes the value of e@s. The channel input expression
?c waits for a communication on c and yields the value read as its result. Other syntactic forms used
in the examples (e.g., sequential expressions e; e ) can be derived from these basic forms as syntactic
sugar.
The most interesting construct here is the remote evaluation of expressions. This is implemented by
rewriting it in terms of migration and channel communication. The expression @ calls for the
evaluation of
at . When we come to evaluating such an expression on site , we replace it by
<
@
> k . That is, we create a new private channel c, spawn a process that migrates
0

0

c s!e

go s do P

e s

0

expr site

expr

new c in

site

go B do c A!e

A

?c

4

to site and evaluates e, and listen on c for the result sent by this process.
B

2.3

Implementing chaining, referral, and more

We show here how to express in our query process language chaining and referral. We describe these
mechanisms for uni-target queries, i.e., queries that need data residing on just one server. The only
interesting part of answering such queries is locating this server and getting the information back to the
site where it is needed. In the process, we describe a third mechanism, recruiting that arises naturally
as a likely improvement to both chaining and referral. We chose its name in reference to a KQML [38]
performative with related meaning.
The implementation is described in the table below, where each column represents the running query
processes at a given site and each row a step of process evaluation, local query evaluation, or optimization. The client K requests the result of query q from server A. Server A knows that the desired answer
can be obtained by running query q at server B.
The rewriting of q to @ is an optimization step. We regard it as such because in general q and q
may not retrieve information in the same way. When q is simply an abstract resource name (such as
a relation name), @ is more a \de nition" than an optimization, but for simplicity we shall let the
optimizer take care of these cases too.
All this corresponds to the four common steps in Figure 3. From this point on, the strategies di er.
Chaining continues with what is actually the standard process evaluation in our language. q eventually
evaluates at B to a value v that is passed back on two channels to the client (Figure 4). Referral relies
on an optimization that migrates back to K the referral for evaluating q at B ( gure 5).
0

0

q' B

q' B

0

0

client K
q@A
new c in

<go

A do c@K!q

> k

?c

?c

server A server B step type
orig query
process eval
@
process eval
@
@
optimization
c K!q

?c

c K!(q'

B)

Figure 3: Steps common to all mechanisms
client K

server A

server B step type

starting from the last step of Figure 3
?c

c@K!(new c' in

<go

> k

B do c'@A!q'

?c')

?c

c@K!(?c')

c'@A!q'

?c

c@K!(?c')

c'@A!v

?c

c@K!v

v

Figure 4: Chaining
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process eval
process eval
local query
process eval
process eval

client K

server A

server B step type

starting from the last step of Figure 3
<go

?c
?c
?c

k

c!(new c' in
?c

k

>

c!(q'@B)

<go

k <go

K do c!(q'@B)

> k

B do c'@K!q'

?c')

>

B do c@K!q'
?c

c@K!q'

?c

c@K!v

v

optimization
process eval
process eval
optimization
process eval
local query
process eval

Figure 5: Referral
Upon examination of these two mechanisms, a third alternative, recruiting, (not o ered by LDAP)
suggests itself (see Figure 6). The strategy is the following: the server A already has the name of the
channel on which the client K expects the answer. It then simply asks B to evaluate q and send the
answer on that channel (see Figure 7).
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Figure 6: Recruiting
client K

server A

server B step type

starting from the last step of Figure 3
?c

<go

>

B do c@K!q'

?c

c@K!q'

?c

c@K!v

v

optimization
process eval
local query
process eval

Figure 7: Recruiting
For referral, we can also capture the case where server A sends back to client K the answer as a partial
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result value combined with a query that needs to be evaluated by the client on server B. Going back
to Figure 5, we could write the rst step for server A as: <
value
@ >. This strategy
is very common for directory services where information is partitioned. A similar approach has been
presented in a di erent context to handle unavailable data sources using parachute queries [13].
An important remark is that the proper handling of the mechanisms described requires close dynamic
cooperation between process evaluation, expression evaluation, and query optimization (as we shall see
in section 3).
The three mechanisms have their pros and cons 1. Chaining puts more overhead on the server which
needs to keep connections open while waiting for answers to come back. On the other hand, chaining
is completely transparent for the client. Referral puts more overhead on the client; for the server,
connections are closed as soon as the referral has been sent to the client. In terms of total communication
costs, referral is in many cases better than chaining. However in the case where connections from client
to servers are expensive (e.g., client and servers live on di erent sides of a rewall), chaining could be
better than referral.
If we look only at communication steps (see Figure 1), recruiting is better than both referral and
chaining. However, the total cost picture can be more complicated. Here are two examples in which
we have relaxed the uni-target assumption. In a case when the client's query (shipped to server A) is a
join between a big relation located on A and a small relation located on B, recruiting may result in the
big relation being sent from A to B while chaining could be resolved just by sending the small relation
from B to A. In a case when the client has additional information (in a cache for example) that can
help with evaluating queries on B, a referral to B sent back from A could be re-optimized into a better
plan. This opportunity is short-circuited by the recruiting mechanism.
The bottom line is that all these mechanisms, and more, should be made available to optimizers,
go K do

2.4

U c!(q' B)

Multi-target queries

Query migration can be used also to capture various optimization techniques for multi-target, i.e.
queries that need data residing on several servers. Semijoin programs [11] are an example of such a
technique. Although its utility was deemed questionable for standard distributed RDBMS [43, 42], this
method could be very useful in our context. It could for example be used to minimize the unnecessary
shipping of bulky multimedia information.
But more interestingly, the core idea of semijoin programs (ship only necessary data) can be generalized
to make use of physical access information such as join indexes, access support relations, gmaps, etc.,
cached in convenient locations. To do this successfully, our optimizers need be able to \rewrite queries
using views" [39] where \views" is interpreted broadly to also mean cached queries and cached physical
access data. Our recent work [47] o ers a technique for doing this. The optimizers envisioned here
incorporate this method for query rewriting.
This is why we have chosen the language of [24] for the database fragment of our query process language.
The examples in this vision paper will not need too many details of the query language. Also, for
simplicity, we will use here select-from-where or relational algebra notations, which are expressible (as
syntactic sugar) in our language.
The following example illustrates the implementation in our language of the idea of query rewriting and
decomposition for minimizing communication costs. Suppose that servers A and B host respectively
1

A more detailed comparison between chaining and referral can be found in [33].
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relations R and S and that M is a "mediator" site (see Figure 8) that needs the result of the following
"generalized" join:
Join: J (R; S ) def
= select E (r; s) from R r; S s where B (r; s)

M
Join index V
(R ∞ π1V) ∞ (S ∞ π2V)
π1 V

(1)

(1’)

π2 V
(3)

R ∞ π1V

A

B(3)

(2)

Relation R

Relation S

Figure 8: Plan 2, where V = JIRS
We could use a semijoin technique with:
Semijoin: SJ (R; S ) def
= select r from R r; S s where B (r; s)
A more interesting assumption is that M caches the following:
Join index: J IRS def
= select r:tid; s:tid from R r; S s where B (r; s)
(Here tid stands for "tuple-id" aka surrogates) Based on the following equivalences (where < denotes
the natural semijoin):
J (R; S )

=
J (R; S ) =
SJ (R; S ) =

J (SJ (R; S ); S )

J (SJ (R; S ); SJ (S; R))
R< 1 (JIRS )

there exist several plans for evaluating J (R; S ). We list three main ones, and for each we give the
corresponding query plan process generated at site M:
Plan 1

Plan 2

Plan 3

M sends 1 (J IRS ) to A and gets back R ./ 1(JIRS ), and in parallel sends 2 (JIRS ) to B and
gets back S ./ 2(J IRS ); nally M computes the result locally.
M sends 1 (J IRS ) to A, asking A to compute R ./ 1 (JIRS ) and send it to B; at the same time,
M sends 2 (J IRS ) to B and asks it to compute the result (using what comes from A) before
sending it back to M (see Figure 8).
is the same scenario, except that M does not send the data along with the query but asks the
remote nodes to fetch it (by migrating to M a process that sends the value on a channel, and
listening locally on this speci c channel).
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new

Plan 1

ca , cb

in

<go A do ca @M!(R
k ?ca  ?cb
new c,c' in

Plan 2

<go A
k ?c

do c'@B!(R

 1 (J IRS ))>

 1 (JIRS ) >
)

k <go B

k <go

do

B do

cb @M!(S

c@M!(?c'

 2 (J IRS ))>

  2 (JIRS )
(S

>

))

new c,c' in

Plan 3

<go A do c'@B!(R  (new ca in <go M do ca @A!(1 (J IRS ))> k ?ca ))>
k <go B do c@M!(?c'  (S  (new cb in <go M do cb @B!(2 (J IRS ))> k ?cb )))>
k ?c

The full measure of the exibility of our approach can be seen if we add the following complication:
suppose that A does not store R but R is an abstract resource name for which A has a de nition (i.e.,
R is an unmaterialized view) that may involve data stored (or, in turn, views de ned (!)) at other
sites. This view de nition is not available to the client K.
Then, the optimizer at K comes up with a plan as seen above, where a subordinate plan referring to R
migrates to A. But here, this subordinate plan gets re-optimized, beginning with the \concretization"
of the de nition of R. Multi-step optimization has been considered extensively (eg., [41, 19, 53, 31])
but previous approaches assume a degree of centralization.
3

Architecture

We will assume that the infrastructure in each node (each site) contains an execution engine for
query processes. The tasks of this execution engine can be grouped into process evaluation and
query evaluation. Without necessarily committing to implementing these as separate components,
we shall talk about a process \evaluator" and a query \evaluator" who keep calling each other. The
overview of the architecture is presented in Figure 9.
At the top level each node's process evaluator runs a collection of query processes in parallel (as
lightweight threads). This collection may grow as incoming query processes migrate to our node or
shrink as query processes nish their execution or migrate elsewhere. Some of the incoming query
processes contain client queries; others contain subordinate query plans from some plan execution in
another node; yet others contain subscriptions or remote caches that another node wants to install in
this one. The process evaluator interacts with the migration manager who handles both incoming
and outgoing process migration and with the channel manager who handles communication.
The query evaluator is called on expressions with database primitives and abstract resource names.
Each time the query evaluator is called, it begins by invoking the single query optimizer. Such
dynamic optimization is necessary in order to support mechanisms such as referral and in order to take
advantage of, e.g., subscriptions or caches that can be made known to the optimizer continuously.
Indeed, in addition to the single query optimizer, the infrastructure also contains a continuous optimizer [22] that runs as a separate thread and is responsible for identifying some interesting patterns {
at the level of processes running locally { and for installing local/remote caches and subscriptions that
are likely to be useful in future optimizations.
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Figure 9: The architecture at each node
Concretely, the continuous optimizer periodically examines a history of plans chosen by the single
query optimizer for the various queries it has processed. Keeping track of historical and structural
information similar to [51, 6, 22], using techniques such as common subexpression identi cation, and
using various statistics in order to make decisions about cost and amortized cost, the continuous
optimizer decides when the data captured by a certain expression is worthy of attention.
Example of continuous optimizations include: frequently used or constructed relations could be cached;
recurring (sub)queries could be transformed into subscription-based queries; frequently usable physical
access structures such as join indexes could be materialized; etc. For simplicity, we shall call them all
\views".
Depending on location distribution, costs, and estimates of data refreshing rates, the continuous optimizer installs the identi ed views as either local caches, remote caches, or subscriptions. Like the
process evaluator, the continuous optimizer interacts with the migration manager to ship to the right
node the subscription and remote cache processes it generates.
The information about available views is stored in a view table updated by the continuous optimizer
and used by the single query optimizer, eg.:
ViewExpression ViewImplementation
J IRS

scan(localCache)

R@Publisher

?chanSubscr

Through the rewriting-using-views procedure, one or more occurrences of the ViewExpression is replaced in the query by the corresponding ViewImplementation. The latter could be as simple as a scan
of a local cache, or listening on a channel for subscription data, as illustrated by examples above. Note
that, as usual, several rewritings may be possible and the optimizer will choose between plans based
on cost.
Retrieving the content of a remote cache is explained in section 4.2. Even more complicated combinations are easily expressible: having a local cache for a remote subscription subscriptions that use other
subscriptions (subscription chaining), and various forms of replication.
10

4

More Complex Mechanisms

4.1

Subscriptions

The concept of subscription has been around for a while: just look at newspapers. The key idea behind
it is that subscribers will express interest to publishers for some item, and that publishers will ship the
item to subscribers, according to an agreed upon policy de ned by the subscription itself. For Web
information management, the same idea has been resurrected as the \push" in \push/pull". Normal
retrieval on-demand is a pull, and a push is when data is sent to users without them having to request it
every time. The advantages of push are: no need to know where the data is actually located (server can
move), no need to perform frequent polling to detect new information. In the framework we envision,
subscriptions are a key element because they establish a long-lived relationship between a client and a
server.
When the continuous optimizer (see Section 3) at site A detects a recurring subquery of the form@
, it may decide to install a subscription at site
for . It does this by creating a
new channel
and by spawning a query process that will migrate to
. As we saw
in section 3 the view implementation for the view expression @ is simply
. The process
spawned has the form:
<

@
>.
This uses process replication and leads to the repeated execution of
@
. This process
will block until it receives input on channel
. In this manner we can express waiting for a time
pulse (eg., every n minutes a \clock" process at Publisher sends something on
or waiting for
events other events generated elsewhere, such as \on change" that could be generated by a DBMS
upon executing an update.
Notice that the subscription installed by A only sends the data to A. It is possible that several sites
will subscribe to the same query q. This would have to be detected and exploited by the continuous
optimizer at Publisher who may set up a sharing mechanism.
q Publisher

Publisher

chanSubscr

Publisher

q B

go Publisher do

q

?chanSubscr

event?x. chanSubscr A!q

event?x. chanSubscr A!q

event

event

4.2

Remote caching

Subscriptions are used when we need remote data that changes often. But sometimes we would like to
evaluate a query and store its result remotely even if the data is stable. Evaluating a query remotely
has obvious potential bene ts. Assuming we do not wish to re-compute the query, where would we
cache the result? The remote site could send the data back to a housekeeping process that will cache
it locally. But sometimes caching the result remotely is a better idea. For instance, the remote node
may have more storage resources. More subtly, the result may be quite big and we may, in the future,
avoid moving it all by using semijoin techniques. Servers can also be interested in establishing remote
caches (mirrors ) to bring information closer to the clients2.
To implement remote caching by A of , the continuous optimizer at A spawns the following process:
<
@
>.
Meanwhile, the view table at A creates the following entry:
q!B

new rcChan in

go B do storeLocal(q,Cache); *(rcChan?x. x A!scan(Cache))

2
Such services { along with some smart routing and load-balancing algorithms { are o ered for Web contents by
companies like [1, 3, 2]
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ViewExpression
q@B

ViewImplementation
new c in

rcChan@B!c

k

?c

What happens here is that for every use of the remote cache in some plan at A, a channel name
is created and sent through the originally established channel
to a process at B. That process
receives the channel name and uses it to send the content of the remote cache back to A.
c

rcChan

c

4.3

Leasing

So far we have assumed that all sites are happily co-operating by welcoming any incoming migrating
query. This is not a realistic assumption. Making all these mechanisms work in the context of independent data sources will require some control mechanisms. Leasing is such a mechanism. Expensive
services like remote caching or real-time subscription should be welcomed subject to approval and for
a limited amount of time.
We can imagine that the continuous optimizers of di erent sites engage in a negotiation protocol to
de ne the terms of a lease both in terms of duration and content. Once leases enter the picture, they
will play an important role in optimization.
Knowing that a leasing contract holds, a site can (and sometimes must) use optimizations that rely
on the contract itself. For example, the view implementations in the view table may have a limited
lifetime. This may encourage alternative implementations for the same view. In a di erent context,
we can imagine that a client will share a contract with the server that guarantees that the relation it
exports is always sorted or duplicate free which enables some optimizations.
How do we implement leasing in our query process language framework? One aspect is the negotiation
protocol. Here we could be guided by related work in distributed agents[15]. Once a lease is agreed
upon, it takes the form of a time-bomb that is incorporated in the subscription or remote cache processes.
Implementing time-bombs in process calculi best uses a failures mechanism as in [25]. We leave the
details to future work.
5

Related work

The state of the art in distributed query processing is nicely
presented in the recent survey [36] by Kossmann while the classic work in distributed databases is
covered in [20, 45].
The standard approach remains the one of System R* [41] with master and apprentice sites: the master
site is in charge of developing the global plan and make the inter-site decisions; apprentice sites take
the portion of the global plan that are relevant for them and develop a local plan for themselves, within
the constraints of the global plan. In [61], the same system can also capture environments with local
and remote objects.
The optimization algorithm used to generate the best plan is an extension of the dynamic programming
algorithm [50]. The textbook generalization is described in [36]. A recent improvement called iterative
dynamic programming can be found in [37].
In contrast with the relatively centralized approach of System R*, Mariposa [53, 54] o ers a decentralized solution where every node is governed by economic motivations. Optimization decisions are based
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on bids and o ers with negotiated prices, for a given budget. The use of economic models permits to
de ne in a decentralized way the global behavior of the system. Although decentralized, the approach
of Mariposa and ours are complementary. Maripose does not focus on the information o mechanism
that is of interest to us.
Other systems that perform distributed query optimization include Garlic [31], DISCO [57], DIMSUM [28] and ObjectGlobe [16]. Distributed query optimization has also been considered for some
more speci c application like directory services [7] and even semi-structured data [55, 4]. Previous
work on parallel database and query grouping [51] is also relevant to our work. More recently the use
of continuous queries [40, 22] has required the use new optimization techniques to handle subscriptions.
Query rewritings using views and caches: Many of the optimizations shown in our paper use
query rewritings with materialized views and caches. Previous work on using caches include [6, 5].
There has been much work on rewriting with views, most recently [24, 47, 48], see the nice survey [39]
by Levy.
Cost models: Relevant work on cost models includes total-cost estimates [43] and response-time
estimates [29]. The importance of cost models has been re-emphasized for mediator-based architectures
in [49].
Data warehousing: An obvious solution to the information integration problem is to simply build a
big warehouse { with a unique big schema { and to store all the data available (multiple references).
This option is commonly used by big organizations that need to integrate corporate data (after an
acquisition, for instance), but it does not scale for systems that integrate many volatile Web-like
sources subject to variability of schema and data. It should be kept in mind that warehousing in not
a one-time process but a continuous one, with signi cant costs devoted to maintenance.
Software Agents: A survey of recent developments in agent-based technologies appears in [15].
SIMS [35] for instance is a an agent-based system for gathering information in which the agents are
mediators. Its communication layer is KQML [38] and its query language is LOOM, an object-oriented
schema logic. SIMS performs some semantic optimizations by rewriting LOOM expressions, but any
use of alternative information ow mechanisms would have to be hard-coded in the agent programs.
Mobile Process Calculi: The past few years have seen the development of a number of compact and
elegant formalisms capturing various aspects of mobile agent computation. The join-calculus [26, 27]
forms the core of a general-purpose distributed programming language. The emphasis is on powerful
primitives for grouping agents into nested \locations" that fail atomically and permanently, and whose
failures can be observed from other locations. The Ambient Calculus of Cardelli and Gordon [17] and
Vitek and Castagna's SEAL calculus [58] focus on administrative domains and the capabilities needed
to enter and leave them. Advantages of mobile software agents are discussed in [23].
6

Future Directions

We have proposed a exible framework for representing, optimizing, and evaluating distributed queries,
combining the strengths of distributed database and mobile agent technologies. Of course, as be ts
a vision paper, most of the interesting questions still lie ahead. We sketch here some of the most
important avenues for further investigation.
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Rewriting Rules

By combining a process calculus with the database primitives of [47, 24], we hope to take advantage
of the powerful and practical rewriting techniques presented in [47]. However, this is not clear how to
tune the interaction of the Single Query Optimizer with the Continuous Optimizer in order to get good
performance. In our framework, the cost model will play a central role and needs to capture information
distributed over nodes, amortized cost for subscription and caching and should be self-recon guring in
order to cope the variability of the environment.
Implementation

The next major step is implementing the proposed infrastructure for migration, communication, process
management, and optimization. Low-level database operations can be farmed out to existing servers.
It is not clear either if the implementation of such a system requires a implementation from scratch,
an enriching of a database framework with new delivery mechanisms, or an enriching of a messaging
service like [9] with some database capabilities.
There are also issues of high-level language design to be addressed. What we have described here is
a \pure" mobile pi-calculus as it would be seen by the run-time system and the optimizer. For the
convenience of programmer writing queries in this calculus, we would want to provide a variety of
high-level syntactic forms (e.g. the ability to de ne and use functions, common data structures, etc.)
either as libraries or as syntactic sugar. Our experience with the Pict language design [46] should come
in handy here.
Tuning the Framework

Finally, the simple calculus we have described here leaves several points to be addressed.
Location-aware vs. location-independent communication. The nomadic pi-calculus provides both pointto-point communication and \location independent" communication where the sender need not know
the site where the receiver is currently located (the run-time system has the job of locating the receiver
and delivering the message). We have not considered the latter form of communication since it is much
more expensive to implement, but for some examples it may be very useful.
Process-passing. For some examples, it appears that it may be useful to be able to pass not only values
but processes along communication channels. \Higher-order" process calculi that allow this sort of
thing have been studied in the pi-calculus literature.
Other mobility primitives. The nomadic pi-calculus includes some other primitives that, for simplicity,
we have not considered here. These include the ability to group processes into agents, and to test for
the presence of a given agent at the local site. It may be useful to include some of these (or their many
variants). Other primitives such as the service combinators presented in [18] are useful to describe
timeouts and competition among processes.
Some more philosophical issues also remain to be understood. In particular, the correctness of optimizations is a subtle matter. In conventional process calculi, the usual notion of correctness is contextual
equivalence: an optimized version of a process is equivalent to the original if there is no observing
context that can tell the di erence between them. In the present setting, this demand seems much too
strong: when we used cached intermediate results in answering a query, for example, we do not expect
to obtain precisely the same results, since information in the master copy of the database may have
14

changed. For some applications even slightly stale results will be unacceptable; for others, timeliness
will be much more important than freshness. Reasoning rigorously about such \correct enough" results
poses a signi cant challenge.
Alin Deutsch and Lucian Popa collaborated with us in the initial phase of this
work. We thank them and Wang Chiew Tan for useful comments on the draft of this paper.
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